
Interrail Pass for Erasmus+

What is the purpose?

Introducing the Interrail Global Pass for Erasmus+, a special version of the
Interrail Pass exclusive for Erasmus+ participants.

What is it?

Who is it for?

Participants can use the Interrail Pass for Erasmus+ to
reach their hosting country and university and return to
their home at the end of their programme. 

With the extra travel days, participants can go one stop
further and explore Europe on the way to and from their
exchange. Alternatively, they may use the extra travel days
for a trip during their abroad experience..  

The Interrail  Pass for Erasmus+ offers participants the
chance to travel affordably and sustainably to their
exchange while seeing Europe’s highlights and hidden
gems along the way.  

This Pass is exclusively intended for Erasmus+
participants who need to travel from one European

country to another as part of the programme.

The Pass is ideal for university students and staff
who go on an Erasmus+ academic exchange for

a period of up to 6 months.

The Interrail Pass for Erasmus+ is a new version of the
Interrail Pass, a single train pass that grants unlimited
train travel on participating European train networks for a
set amount of travel days. 

Erasmus+ participants can choose between two versions
of the  Pass: 4 or 6 ravel days to use over 6 months.

Both Youth and Adult versions of this Pass are available
for purchase, in 2nd and 1st class. Youth Passes, which
are 25% cheaper than Adult Passes, can be purchased
by travellers under 28.  



How to buy the Pass?
Participants can purchase the Interrail  Pass for Erasmus+ at
www.interrail.eu/en/erasmus.

Cost breakdown:

4 days in 6 months Pass 6 days in 6 months Pass
2nd class Youth Pass: € 212
1st class Youth Pass: € 257
2nd class Adult Pass: € 265
1st class Adult Pass: € 321

2nd class Youth Pass: € 301
1st class Youth Pass: € 364
2nd class Adult Pass: € 376
1st class Adult Pass: € 455

Note: Some rail services may require Interrail travellers to book a seat reservation. Seat
reservations are not included in your Pass, but for a fee they guarantee you a
comfortable seat on busy routes across Europe. Learn more here. 

Green travel support

Prior to purchasing the Pass, participants are
advised to consult their home university to learn if

and how they can access Green Travel Support.

For the first time this year, the Erasmus+ programme offers
Green Travel Support for people travelling to and from their

destination using sustainable modes of transport.

Travelling by train is a green travel solution, meaning
participants can apply for Green Travel Support and

offset the cost of the Pass.

https://www.interrail.eu/en/interrail-passes/erasmus
https://mcas-proxyweb.mcas.ms/certificate-checker?login=false&originalUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.interrail.eu.mcas.ms%2Fen%2Fplan-your-trip%2Freservations%3FMcasTsid%3D15600&McasCSRF=a43580f794603677714299bf1d36ab1ac79c51b7c7fb3d2b8dc8b20cc9b795c6

